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Migdal-Eliashberg theory of multi-band high-temperature superconductivity in
field-effect-doped hydrogenated (111) diamond
Davide Romanin,1, ∗ Giovanni A. Ummarino,1, 2 and Erik Piatti1, †
1

Department of Applied Science and Technology, Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Torino, Italy
2
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering
Physics Institute), Kashira Hwy 31, Moskva 115409, Russia

We perform single- and multi-band Migdal-Eliashberg (ME) calculations with parameters exctracted from density functional theory (DFT) simulations to study superconductivity in the electricfield-induced 2-dimensional hole gas at the hydrogenated (111) diamond surface. We show that according to the Eliashberg theory it is possible to induce a high-Tc superconducting phase when the
system is field-effect doped to a surface hole concentration of 6 × 1014 cm−2 , where the Fermi level
crosses three valence bands. Starting from the band-resolved electron-phonon spectral functions
α2 Fjj 0 (ω) computed ab initio, we iteratively solve the self-consistent isotropic Migdal-Eliashberg
equations, in both the single-band and the multi-band formulations, in the approximation of a constant density of states at the Fermi level. In the single-band formulation, we find Tc ≈ 40 K, which
is enhanced between 4% and 8% when the multi-band nature of the system is taken into account.
We also compute the multi-band-sensistive quasiparticle density of states to act as a guideline for
future experimental works.
Keywords: diamond, density functional theory, ionic gating, electron-phonon interaction, Eliashberg theory,
multi-band superconductivity

I.

INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity (SC) in diamond was first reported
in 2004 by E. A. Ekimov et al. [1] by boron (B) substitution of carbon (C) atoms, leading to a hole-type conductivity and to a transition temperature Tc = 4 K [1, 2] at a
dopant concentration nB ≈ 4 − 5 · 1021 cm−3 . It was then
confirmed theoretically that the B-doped bulk diamond
is a conventional phonon-mediated superconductor, and
that by increasing the B concentration it would be possible to enhance Tc [3–8]. From the experimental point
of view, however, the solubility limit [9, 10] of B in the
closely-packed diamond structure prevents increasing the
doping further, thus limiting the highest achievable Tc .
An alternative route to induce hole-type conductivity in
diamond is by hydrogen (H) termination followed by exposure to electron-accepting molecules such as air moisture [11–13], leading to the formation of a surface-bound
high-mobility two-dimensional hole gas whose properties
have been extensively investigated [11–18]. Furthermore,
the carrier density in hydrogenated diamond can be increased by means of electric field-effect doping: The configuration is that of a field-effect transistor (FET), i.e.
an asymmetric capacitor where the material under study
is separated from a metallic gate by a suitable dielectric.
The application of a finite voltage between the gate and
the sample (VG ) allows to accumulate charges-carriers in
the first few layers of the sample (whose sign depends
on that of VG ) which screen the resulting applied electric
field [Fig. 1(a)]. While a solid dielectric allows for an effective doping of the order of ∼ 1012 −1013 cm−2 , the use
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of an ionic liquid or a polymer-electrolyte solution can increase it to ∼ 1014 − 1015 cm−2 [19–29]. In the specific
case of diamond, electrolyte-based gating can routinely
tune hole dopings up to ∼ 7 × 1013 cm−2 [30–36], and a
proper engineering of the surface properties can extend
the range at least to few units in 1014 cm−2 [30, 36, 37].
Previous density functional theory (DFT) simulations [30, 38–40] showed that it is possible to induce a
SC phase transition in hydrogenated diamond surfaces
by hole-doping in the FET configuration. In these studies, the critical temperature Tc was estimated using the
McMillan/Allen-Dynes [41, 42] formula. In particular,
in Refs. 38 and 39 the authors studied the hydrogenated
diamond (110) surface, and predicted a SC phase transition at Tc ∼ 1 K. In Ref. 40, on the other hand, it
was shown that the hydrogenated diamond (111) surface
develops multi-band SC with a much higher Tc ∼ 30 K.
However, the McMillan/Allen-Dynes formula only gives
qualitative results: A more accurate estimate of Tc necessitates solving the Migdal-Eliashberg (ME) equations
instead [43, 44].
In this work – starting from the results of Ref. 40 – we
study the electric-field-induced high-Tc SC in the hydrogenated diamond (111) surface via the full self-consistent
solution of the ME equations. In particular, we focus on
the role of the multi-band Fermi surface on the SC pairing and Tc . In Sec. II we summarize the main DFT results obtained by Ref. 40 at the field-induced hole doping
of ndop = 6 × 1014 cm−2 , and introduce the multi-band
Eliashberg equations on the imaginary axis, discussing
also the Ansatz made for the effective electron-electron
(e-e) interaction. In Sec. III we move to the solution
of the isotropic Eliashberg equations, first in the singleband approximation and then including the multi-band
nature of the system (always in the approximation of a
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constant density of states at the Fermi level). We also
determine the quasiparticle density of states from the analytic continuation of the SC gaps to the real axis.
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In Ref. 40 it was shown that a SC phase transition
can be induced in the hydrogenated diamond (111) surface via field-effect doping at a hole concentration of
ndop = 6 × 1014 cm−2 . This was done by performing
DFT calculations in the proper field-effect geometry with
Quantum ESPRESSO [45–47] as described in Ref. 47 in
the case of graphene: This is a very versatile approach,
which has been employed to reliably calculate the properties of many different materials from first principles,
including zirconium nitride chloride [48], arsenene and
phosphorene [49], transition-metal dichalcogenides [49–
53], niobium nitride [54], and silicon [55]. For field-effect
doped (111) diamond, all the computational details can
be found in Ref. 40. As shown in Fig. 1(a), we have considered a slab made of 14 C layers, terminated on both
side by H atoms in order to saturate dangling bonds and
avoid the surface reconstruction [30, 40], for a total of 16
atoms in the unit cell. The presence of the H atoms on
both side of the slab is also necessary to have a symmetric
system as prescribed by the field-effect geometry implementation of Ref. [47], where the metallic gate is represented by a planar uniform distribution of point charges
separated from the slab by a potential barrier to prevent
charge spilling. Approximatively 30 Å of vacuum has also
been inserted between different repeated images to avoid
interferences between them due to the periodic boundary
conditions.
At ndop = 6 × 1014 cm−2 , the field-induced twodimensional hole gas (2DHG) is multi-band in nature,
since at the Fermi level (we set EF = 0) three holonic
bands are crossed. As a consequence, the Fermi surface
is composed of three non-crossing concentric hole pockets [Fig. 1(b)] centered around Γ (i.e. the center of the
Brillouin zone), which appear to be isotropic in k-space
(where k-points denote the electron momenta). Tab. I
summarizes the total electronic density of states Nσ (0)
and the DOS for each band Nσ,j (0) at the Fermi level, the
corresponding band-averaged and band-resolved Fermi
wavevectors, hkF i and hkF ij , and the band-averaged and
band-resolved Fermi velocities, hvF i and hvF ij . Here,
j = 1, 2, 3 is the band index as labelled in Fig. 1(b). We
also stress that, since the field-induced 2DHG is strongly
confined to the surface [40], the DOS is step-like: The
assumption of constant DOS at the Fermi level is thus
satisfied. The band-resolved Fermi velocities are calcu-
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the hydrogenated diamond
(111) surface in the FET configuration. Brown spheres are C
atoms, while pink spheres are H atoms. Light-blue (yellow)
regions represents the induced hole (electron) charge densities on the surface. Blue arrows denote the electric field (E)
normal to the surface; (b) Fermi surface of the hydrogenated
diamond (111) surface doped with ndop = 6×1014 cm−2 . FS1,
FS2 and FS3 label the three different Fermi sheets; (c) Interand intra-band Eliashberg functions, normalized to 1, of the
hydrogenated diamond (111) surface doped at ndop = 6×1014
cm−2 . The curves are in arbitrary units and vertically shifted
for clarity.

lated by averaging over each Fermi surface as:
1
hvF ij =
2π

Z

2π

dθ
0

1 ∂j,k
~ ∂k

(1)
j,k =EF

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, j,k is the energy
dispersion of the j-th band in k-space, k = |k| and θ is
the in-plane angular coordinate in k-space. The bandaveraged Fermi velocity is the weighted average of the
band-resolved Fermi velocities by the corresponding DOS
at the Fermi level:
P
j Nσ,j (0)hvF ij
P
hvF i =
(2)
j Nσ,j (0)
We then performed linear response computations on a
coarse grid of phonon momenta (q-points) in the Brillouin zone in order to compute the electron-phonon (eν
ph) matrix elements gjk,j
0 k0 for the phonon mode ν and
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between electronic states |jki and |j 0 k0 i:
ν
gjk,j
0 k0 =

eAα
k0 −kν

X
p
Aα

2MA ω

k0 −kν

hkj|

the Fermi level, Nσ,j (0):

δvSCF 0 0
|j k i
0
δukAα−k

(3)

P

where j 0is the band index, k0 = k + q, and vSCF =
VKS e−i(k −k)·r is the periodic part of the Kohn-Sham potential. A labels atoms in the unit cell, MA is the mass
of the A-th atom and α = x,y,z (i.e. the cartesian coor0
dinates). uk−k
is the Fourier-transformed displacement
Aα
of the A-th atom along α and the cartesian component
of the normalized phonon eigenvector on the unit cell is
eAα
k0 −kν . Then, we exploited Wannier functions [56] in
order to interpolate the e-ph matrix elements over the
whole Brillouin zone, as described in Ref. 57. By doing
so it was possible to compute the band-resolved Eliashberg spectral function α2 Fjj 0 (ω) [Fig. 1(c)] which gives
the frequency-dependent e-ph interaction [58]:
X
1
α2 Fjk,j 0 k0 (ω)δ(jk )δ(j 0 k0 )
α2 Fjj 0 (ω) = 2
Nj,σ (0)Nk Nq 0
kk
X
1
δ(ω − ωqν ) ·
=
Nj,σ (0)Nk Nq 0
kν
X
2
ν
·
gjkj
δ(jk )δ(j 0 k0 )
0 k0
k

(4)
where Nk (Nq ) is the total number of k-points (q-points)
used in the sum. The Dirac-delta δ(jk ) and δ(j 0 k0 )
limit the scattering events to the Fermi surface. We also
calculate the band-resolved e-ph coupling constant λjj 0 ,
i.e. the average strength of the e-ph interaction involving
scattering events between the j-th and j 0 -th bands:
Z
α2 Fjj 0 (ω)
0
λjj = 2 dω
(5)
ω

Nσ (0)

hkF i

hvF i

0.3936

3.62

3.58

Band-resolved

Nσ,j (0)

hkF ij

hvF ij

Band 1
Band 2
Band 3

0.1783
0.1088
0.1059

4.81
3.26
2.02

3.71
4.28
2.65

eV−1 spin−1 (16 atoms cell)−1 Å−1 105 m/s
TABLE I. Main bandstructure parameters at the Fermi
level (EF = 0) for the field-effect-doped hydrogenated diamond (111) surface at a doping level of ndop = 6 ×
1014 cm−2 : Total DOS Nσ (0), band-resolved DOS Nσ,j (0),
band-averaged Fermi wavevector hkF i, band-resolved Fermi
wavevector hkF ij , band-averaged Fermi velocity hvF i, and
band-resolved Fermi velocity hvF ij . The indexes j = 1, 2, 3
are labelled in Fig. 1(b).

P

j

Nσ,j (0)

(6)

In our case we found that the total e-ph coupling constant
is λ = 0.81, while its decomposition on the electronic
bands (j, j 0 = 1, 2, 3 for the present system) gives a 3 × 3
matrix:


λjj 0


0.4629 0.2425 0.1984
=  0.3973 0.2167 0.1806 
0.3340 0.1856 0.1484

(7)

The SC critical temperature Tc was estimated using the
McMillan/Allen-Dynes [41, 42] formula:

Tc =



1.04(1 + λ)
ωlog
exp −
1.2
λ − µ∗ (1 + 0.62λ)

(8)

where ωlog is the logarithmic-averaged phonon frequency,
computed to be ωlog = 83 meV, and µ∗ is the MorelAnderson pseudopotential [59], i.e. a measure of the effective e-e interaction. Since µ∗ is an ad-hoc parameter,
we assumed that its value falls within the same range
as that of SC boron-doped bulk diamond [3], that is
µ∗ ∈ [0.13; 0.14]. The field-doped hydrogenated (111) diamond surface is then predicted to undergo a SC phase
transition in the range of Tc ∈ [29.6; 34.9] K. In order
to highlight the difference between inter- and intra-band
couplings, we consider the symmetrized electron-phonon
coupling constant matrix λ̃jj 0 = Nσ,j (0)λjj 0 /Nσ (0):

such that the total e-ph coupling constant, λ, is found
as the weighted average of the band-resolved e-ph couplings, λjj 0 , by the corresponding band-resolved DOS at
Global

Nσ,j (0)λjj 0

jj 0

λ=


0.21 0.11 0.09
=  0.11 0.06 0.05 
0.09 0.05 0.04


λjj 0

(9)

where the diagonal elements describe the intra-band couplings, while the off-diagonal elements describe the interband ones. From Eq. 9 we can see that the most relevant
processes are those concerning the intra-band scattering
on the first Fermi surface (FS1↔FS1) and the inter-band
scattering of the second (FS2↔FS1) and third Fermi surfaces (FS3↔FS1) with the first one.

B.

Imaginary-axis Migdal-Eliashberg equations

The multi-band fully-anisotropic k-resolved Eliashberg
equations on the imaginary axis [43, 44, 60–63] consist in
a set of 3j non-linear coupled equations which have to be
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iωn

solved self-consistently:
Zjk (iωn )= 1 +

X ωn0 Zj 0 k0 (iωn0 )
1
·
βNσ (0)ωn 0 0 0 Ξ2j 0 k0 (iωn0 )
knj

· λjk,j 0 k0 (ωn − ωn0 )
φjk (iωn )=

(10a)

X φj 0 k0 (iωn0 )
1
·
βNσ (0) 0 0 0 Ξ2j 0 k0 (iωn0 )
knj

· [λjk,j 0 k0 (ωn − ωn0 ) − µ∗jj 0 θ(ω − |ωc |)](10b)
χjk (iωn )= −

Δ(iωn)

Δ(z)

…

n=2
n=1
n=0

Δ(ω + i0+)

n =−1
n =−2
n =−3

ω

…

X j 0 k0 + χj 0 k0 (iωn0 )
1
·
βNσ (0) 0 0 0
Ξ2j 0 k0 (iωn0 )
knj

· λjk,j 0 k0 (ωn − ωn0 )

(10c)

where ωn = (2n + 1)/β are the Matsubara’s frequencies
for fermions (with n an integer number), β = 1/T is
the inverse temperature (we set the Boltzmann constant
kB = 1), µ∗jj 0 is the effective Coulomb interaction between electrons on the j-th band and those on the j 0 -th
band and the energies are measured from the Fermi level
(EF = 0). Ξ2j (k, iωn ) is defined as:
2
Ξ2jk (iωn ) = ωn2 Zjk
(iωn )+

+(jk + χjk (iωn ))2 + φ2jk (iωn )

(11)

In order to avoid the divergence of the sums over n in
Eq. 10, the number of Matsubara’s frequency is limited
by a cut-off energy ωc which goes typically from ωc ∼
4ωmax to ωc ∼ 10ωmax (with ωmax the maximum phonon
frequency). In our case we choose ωc = 1290 meV. The
e-ph coupling constant is then given by:
Z ωmax
2ω
λjk,j 0 k0 (ωn − ωn0 ) =
dω
·
2
2
(ω
−
ω
(12)
n
n0 ) + ω
0
· α2 Fjk,j 0 k0 (ω)
Moreover, in order to preserve the number of electrons
in the system, the Fermi level must be re-computed selfconsistently according to:
N =1−

2 X jk + χjk (iωn )
β
Ξ2jk (iωn )

(13)

knj

Therefore, in the present work we would need to solve
self-consistently a set of 10 equations for the fully
anisotropic system. Finally, the order parameter (i.e. the
SC energy gap) for each band is defined as:
∆jk (iωn ) =

φjk (iωn )
Zjk (iωn )

(14)

The order parameters have to be computed for different values of the temperature T , i.e. the set of
equations Eq. 10 have to be solved for each value of
T . The SC critical temperature Tc is found when all

FIG. 2. Analytic continuation of the superconducting energy gap from the imaginary axis (∆(iωn )) to the real axis
(∆(ω + i0+ )). Blue stars denotes the values of ∆(iωn ) for
n = . . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . .

of the j energy gaps are zero, i.e. when ∆jk (iωn ; Tc ) = 0.
In order to simplify the computational cost, the DOS
is assumed to be constant in an energy region of 2~ωmax
around the Fermi energy. Therefore we can restrict ourselves only to a small energy range around EF : in such
a way Eq. 10c is exactly zero and Eq. 13 can be neglected, reducing the problem to the self-consistent solution of only 6 non-linear coupled equations. Moreover, for
smooth and well-behaved (i.e non-crossing and isotropic)
Fermi surfaces, we can pass from a k-resolved picture to
an energy description by averaging Eq. 10a and Eq. 10b
over the the Fermi surface. In this case we are left to
solve the isotropic ME equations:
ωn0
π X
·
Zj (iωn ) = 1 +
βωn 0 0 Sj 0 (iωn0 )
nj

·λjj 0 (iωn , iωn0 )

(15a)

π X ∆j 0 (iωn0 )
·
β 0 0 Sj 0 (iωn0 )
nj
h
i
· λjj 0 (iωn , iωn0 ) − µ∗jj 0 θ(ω − ωc )

(15b)

Zj (iωn )∆j (iωn ) =

Thanks to Padé approximants [64] it is possible to analitically continue [65, 66] the SC gap (Eq. 14) from the
imaginary axis to the real axis (Fig. 2). Once we have
the frequency dependence of the order parameter along
the real axis, it is possible to extract the quasiparticle
DOS in the SC phase NS,σj (ω) through:


ω
NS,σj (ω)

= Re  q
(16)
Nσj (0)
2
2
ω − ∆ (ω)
j

Notice that in the single-band case the label j is no longer
needed and we simply have µ∗jj 0 = µ∗ .

5
Choice of the Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗jj 0

The only free parameter in the ME theory is
the effective Coulomb e-e repulsion, which is different [61] from the Morel-Anderson pseudopotential of
the McMillan/Allen-Dynes formula. Similarly to the eph coupling, the effective Coulomb pseudopotential is a
scalar in the single-band model and a matrix in the multiband model, in principle resulting in a large number of
free parameters. In order to keep the problem tractable,
in the latter case we must make an Ansatz on the form
of the band-resolved µ∗jj 0 . Its decomposition on the electronic bands is the following 3 × 3 matrix:


µ∗11

 µ∗ =
 21
µ∗31 =

Nσ,1 (0) ∗
Nσ,2 (0) µ12
Nσ,1 (0) ∗
Nσ,3 (0) µ13

µ∗12 = c · µ∗11
µ∗22 = µ∗11
µ∗32 =

Nσ,2 (0) ∗
Nσ,3 (0) µ23


µ∗13 = c · µ∗11
µ∗23 = c · µ∗11 

∗
∗
µ33 = µ11

where c is a number that we choose equal to either 0,
1/2 or 1. For example, in the case of MgB2 (the most
known two-band e-ph superconductor) this parameter is
approximately 0 < c < 1/2 [67]. We can then retrieve a
total Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗tot as:
P
µ∗tot

=

Nσ,j (0)µ∗jj 0

jj 0

P

j

(17)

Nσ,j (0)

We estimate the value of µ∗tot most appropriate for the
ME formalism by first solving the single-band isotropic
ME equations (Eq. 15) in the case of boron-doped
bulk diamond, which is known to undergo a SC phase
transition at Tc ≈ 4 K at a boron concentration of
∼ 1.85%. Using the Eliashberg spectral function computed in Ref. 3, the experimental value of Tc can be
found by setting µ∗tot = µ∗ = 0.17. This value will be
considered representative also for the hydrogenated diamond (111) surface. In the multi-band case, the values
of µ∗jj 0 are determined by µ∗tot = 0.17 via Eq. 17 and the
chosen value of c, as summarized in Table II.
Single-band
µ∗tot
µ∗jj 0 , j=j 0
µ∗jj 0 , j<j 0

0.17
/
/

III.
A.

Isotropic single-band solution

r=

2∆(iωn=0 ; T = 0)
= 3.72
kB Tc

tot

80

Single-band
tot 

60

Multi-band
jj'
jj'jj / 2

40

jj'jj

44
42
40

c=0

c = 1/2

c=1

0.17
0.17
0

0.17
0.07785
0.038925

0.17
0.05048
0.05048

TABLE II. Coulomb pseudopotentials employed in the solution of the single-band and multi-band Migdal-Eliashberg
equations. All values are obtained under the condition that
the total pseudopotential reproduces the experimental Tc of
boron-doped bulk diamond. The indexes j = 1, 2, 3 are labelled in Fig. 1(b).

(18)

which is close to the BCS value of rBCS = 3.54. Usually
the gap-ratio (Eq. 18) requires the value of the superconducting gap computed on the real axis, however in
our case the one computed on the imaginary-axis is not
different (i.e. we are in a weak-coupling limit). We then
perform the analytic continuation of the SC gap on the
imaginary-axis at T = Tc /10, ∆(iωn ; T = Tc /10), to the
real-axis [∆(ω), Fig. 4(b)]. From this we finally compute the quasiparticle DOS [see inset to Fig. 4(a)], which

20

Multi-band

RESULTS

We start our analysis from a single-band isotropic description of our system, and compute the resulting dependence Tc for increasing values of µ∗ (solid black line
in Fig. 3). For a given value of µ∗ , this is done by computing the T -dependence of the SC order parameter on the
imaginary axis ∆(iωn=0 ), as shown in Fig. 4(a), and Tc is
then found as the value of T for which ∆(iωn ) → 0. For
the representative value µ∗ = 0.17, we find Tc = 40.3 K.
Note that this value is higher than the one obtained
from the McMillan/Allen-Dynes formula (Tc ∈[29.6; 34.9],
µ∗ ∈[0.13; 0.14]), indicating that the latter significantly
underestimates the value of Tc in our system. We determine the value of the SC order parameter in the T → 0
limit, obtaining ∆(iωn=0 ; T =0) = 6.46 meV, from which
we can calculate the gap-to-Tc ratio:

Tc (K)

C.

0.16

0
0.0

0.17

0.1

tot 

0.18

0.2

0.3

0.4

tot
FIG. 3. Superconducting critical temperature Tc vs. the total effective Coulomb electron-electron interaction µ∗tot . The
black line corresponds to the solution of the isotropic singleband (j=j 0 =1 and µ∗ =µ∗tot ) ME equations (Eq. 15). The
green, red and blue lines correspond to the solution of the
isotropic multi-band (j, j 0 = 1, 2, 3) Eliashberg equations with
c = 0, 1/2, 1 respectively for µ∗jj 0 .

6

(a)

Single-band

4

Tc
∆
∆1
∆2
∆3
r
r1
r2
r3

6

DOS (arb. units)

(in=0) (meV)

6

2

4
2
0
-30

0
0

-15

10

0

 (meV)

15

20

30

30

40

() (meV)

c = 1/2

c=1

41.9
/
7.11
6.50
5.74
3.62
3.94
3.60
3.12

42.9
/
7.43
6.47
5.54
3.60
4.02
3.50
3.00

43.4
/
7.59
6.46
5.44
3.58
4.06
3.45
2.91

TABLE III. Superconducting (SC) critical temperatures
Tc , SC order parameters for T → 0 on the imaginary-axis
∆j (iωn=0 ; T =0), and gap-to-Tc ratios rj (Eq. 19), as obtained from the solution of the isotropic ME equations with
µ∗tot =0.17. The multi-band cases are calculated using c =
0,c = 1/2 and c = 1 for µ∗jj 0 . The indexes j = 1, 2, 3 are
labelled in Fig. 1(b).

20
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FIG. 4.
(a) Superconducting order parameter on the
imaginary-axis, ∆(iωn=0 ), as a function of temperature T obtained from the solution of the isotropic single-band MigdalEliashberg equations with µ∗ = 0.17. The inset shows the
single-band quasiparticle density of states (DOS) as a function of energy ω; (b) Real (Re) and Imaginary (Im) part of
the superconducting order parameter on the real-axis, ∆(ω),
obtained from the analytic continuation of ∆(iωn ) computed
at T = Tc /10.

shows the typical shape of an s-wave superconductor.

B.

Isotropic multi-band solution

Having firmly established the description of our system in the single-band approximation, we now move to
the more accurate multi-band description. In this case,
the behavior of the system depends on the structure of
the band-resolved Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗jj 0 , which
in turn is given by the chosen value of c. The simplest
choice we can make is c = 0, i.e. neglecting any repulsion between charge carriers pertaining to different
bands (inter-band repulsion). We plot the corresponding dependence of Tc on µ∗tot as a solid green line in
Fig. 3, and we find that the values of Tc are slightly
higher than those calculated in the single-band approximation. We also note that the solution of Eq. 15 becomes
unstable for an equivalent µ∗tot & 0.23, much larger than

the physically-representative µ∗tot = 0.17 for which we
find Tc = 41.9 K. Indeed, the most stable solution to the
multi-band ME equations is found by setting c = 1/2, as
it can be extended up to µ∗tot ≈ 0.38. We plot the resulting dependence of Tc on µ∗tot as the solid red line in Fig. 3,
from which we find a further increase in Tc with respect
to both the single-band approximation and the multiband c = 0 limit. For this intermediate strength of the
inter-band repulsion, at the representative µ∗tot = 0.17
we find Tc = 42.9 K. Finally, we consider the opposite
limit c = 1, where inter- and intra-band repulsions have
exactly the same strength, and plot the corresponding
µ∗tot -dependence of Tc as as the solid blue line in Fig. 3.
For µ∗tot . 0.12, this solution is basically equivalent to
that at c = 1/2. At larger values of µ∗tot , Tc is found
to slightly increase over the Tc calculated at c = 1/2,
although the solution to Eq. 15 becomes unstable at a
slightly lower µ∗tot ≈ 0.37. In this strong inter-band repulsion limit, we find Tc = 43.4 K at the representative
µ∗tot = 0.17. For all considered choices of c, the Tc calculated using the multi-band ME equations is larger than
the one calculated using the single-band model: This
indicates that the multi-band pairing strengthens the
SC phase in the system, a behavior observed in several
different superconductors [67–70]. In the case of fieldeffect-doped (111) diamond, our calculations show that
the multi-band pairing enhances Tc between ≈ 4 − 8%
at µ∗tot = 0.17 with respect to single-band paring, depending on the relative weight between intra-band and
inter-band repulsions. More specifically, shifting the repulsion weight from intra-band terms (c = 0 limit) to
inter-band terms (c = 1 limit) is beneficial to Tc , consistently with the largest element in the band-resolved e-ph
coupling λjj 0 being the intra-band element λ11 (which
couples charge carriers within FS1).
We now consider the effect of multi-band pairing on
the SC order parameter. In Fig. 5(a-c) we plot the three
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FIG. 5. (a-c) Band-resolved superconducting order parameters ∆j (iωn=0 ) [j = 1, 2, 3 as labelled in Fig. 1(b)] on the imaginaryaxis as a function of temperature T obtained from the solution of the isotropic multi-band Migdal-Eliashberg equations at
µ∗tot = 0.17 using (a) c = 0, (b) c = 1/2, and (c) c = 1 for µ∗jj 0 . In the inset we show the multi-band quasiparticle densities of
states DOSj as a function of energy ω calculated at T = Tc /10; (d-f) Real (Re) and Imaginary (Im) part of the superconducting
order parameters ∆j (ω) on the real-axis obtained from the analytic continuation of ∆j (iωn ) computed at T = Tc /10 using
µ∗tot = 0.17 and (d) c = 0, (e) c = 1/2, and (f) c = 1 for µ∗jj 0 .

SC gaps ∆j (iωn ) [j = 1, 2, 3, as labelled in Fig. 1(b)]
computed by solving the isotropic multi-band ME equations along the imaginary-axis with µ∗tot = 0.17 and
c = 0 (a), c = 1/2 (b), and c = 1 (c). The presence
of multi-band pairing not only increases the Tc , as we
discussed previously, but also lifts the degeneracy between the three SC gaps as T → 0. For any value
of c, we find that ∆1 (iωn=0 ; T =0) is larger than the
single-band ∆(iωn=0 ; T =0), and that ∆3 (iωn=0 ; T =0) is
smaller. For c = 0, ∆2 (iωn=0 ; T =0) is slighly larger than
∆(iωn=0 ; T =0), whereas for both c = 1/2 and c = 1 they
are almost equal to each other. Overall, the splitting between the SC gaps increases as the weight of inter-band
repulsion increases. For each SC gap, we also compute
the corresponding gap-to-Tc ratio:
rj =

2∆j (iωn=0 ; T = 0)
kB Tc

(19)

from which we determine that in second band r2 is close
to the BCS value rBCS = 3.54 for any value of c, whereas
in the first and third bands r1 and r3 deviate almost
symmetrically away from it, another typical behavior

exhibited by multi-band superconductors [71]. Namely,
r1 > rBCS and increases at the increase of the inter-band
repulsion weight, whereas r3 < rBCS and decreases at the
increase of the inter-band repulsion weight. The results
of the multi-band model are consistent with those found
single-band picture, as can be assessed by computing the
weighted average of rj over the DOS per band Nσ,j :
P

j
r= P

Nσ,j (0)rj

j

Nσ,j (0)

(20)

We obtain r = 3.62 for c = 0, r = 3.60 for c = 1/2, and
r = 3.58 for c = 1, close (even if smaller) to the singleband ratio r = 3.72 we computed via Eq. 18, and decreasing at the increase of the inter-band repulsion weight. We
summarize all the main parameters obtained by solving
both the single- and multi-band isotropic ME equations
in Table III.
In Fig. 5(d-f) we plot the analytic continuations on
the real axis ∆j (ω) [j = 1, 2, 3 as labelled in Fig. 1(b)]
of the SC order parameter computed on the imaginary
axis at T = Tc /10 and for the three different choices
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of inter-band repulsion weight: c = 0 (d), c = 1/2 (e),
and c = 1 (f). From these, we obtain the quasiparticle
DOS for each band, which are plotted in the insets to
Fig. 5(a-c). Note that our choice to focus on T = Tc /10
is not arbitrary: It is based on T = Tc /10 being the standard condition for the reliable detection of multi-band
features in the experimental tunnelling and Andreevreflection spectroscopy data [73–76], and on the fact that
computing the quasiparticle DOS at higher T is beyond
the validity of the analytic continuation and would thus
require the solution of the much more computationally
demanding ME equations on the real axis [65, 66]. Once
again, the presence of multi-band pairing is observed as
a splitting of the single-peaked quasiparticle DOS computed in the single-band approximation into three different peaks, one for each SC gap. For all values of
c, the quasiparticle DOS maintain the typical U-shape
of s-wave superconductors, with larger inter-band repulsion weights leading to a more pronounced splitting between the peaks. From the experimental point of view,
the detection of a multi-peaked quasiparticle spectrum
would be a direct evidence for the multi-band nature
of the pairing, and would allow to determine the actual
value of the inter-band repulsion weight. This could be
achieved by performing tunnelling spectroscopy measurements between buried boron-doped diamond electrodes
electrically separated from the field-induced channel at
the surface, similarly to the work described in Ref. 27.
Concerning the experimental feasibility of the proposed architecture, the most significant challenge lies in
attaining the necessary ndop = 6 × 1014 cm−2 to trigger
the high-Tc SC state, as the current record for ion-gated
hydrogenated intrinsic diamond is nearly one order of
magnitude lower [33] due to the small quantum capacitance of diamond [30, 36, 37]. Hole co-doping approaches
have shown promise in this regard, combining ionic gating of hydrogenated surfaces with B substitution, and
have allowed to reach ndop ∼ 2 × 1014 cm−2 [30, 36, 37].
Consequently, further improvements will be needed, such
as developing ionic media capable of withstanding larger
gate voltages, optimizing the B doping process to maximize the surface free carrier density, and increasing the
quantum capacitance of the diamond surface by introducing an ultrathin spacer layer between diamond and
the ionic gate [36, 77].

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have analyzed, by means of the
isotropic Migdal-Eliashberg theory, the high-Tc superconducting transition induced at the hydrogenated (111)
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N. J. Curro, J. D. Thompson and S. M. Stishov. Super-

surface of diamond when doped with holes via the electric
field effect at a concentration of ndop = 6 × 1014 cm−2 .
Starting from the band-resolved electron-phonon spectral
functions computed ab initio in a precedent work [40],
we first give a single-band description of the system and
then we further extend the solution of the ME equations in order to account for the multi-band nature of
the electronic dispersion relation at the Fermi level. The
total effective electron-electron interaction µ∗tot is fixed
by taking B-doped bulk diamond as reference, which
gives µ∗ = 0.17 according to the solution of the MigdalElishberg equations at a B doping concentration of ∼
1.85% (i.e. Tc ≈ 4 K). In the single-band approximation we have that µ∗ = µ∗tot , while in the multi-band
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symmetry. For example, a choice of Coulomb pseudopotential such that µ∗j3 = 0.15 and µ∗jk = 0 leads to the
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driven.
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